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To the top of projection screen brand! OS group release 

OS SCREEN brand with the new fixed frame and electric type. 

New electric projection screen is never bothered you with motor noise. 

 

OS+e (HQ: Tokyo, CEO: Masayuki Okumura) is going to release OS SCREEN brand revival in Japan. OSI (global market), 

and OSC (Mainland China market) are also going to provide new 3 type of projection screen for international customers 

as OS SCREEN brand revival, which are the fixed frame, tab tension and electric projection screen. 

OS SCREEN brand is a proof of the highest quality products offered by OS group, which provide you the most beautiful 

image. OSM CO., LTD. who is our mother factory, is responsible for planning, design, and manufacturing. OS SCREEN 

brand is completely made-in-Japan products. 

Today, 20th May, we are pleased to announce the release for new products based on our technology and research we 

have developed over the 66 years as a projection screen manufacturer. 

We have lined up four type of screen materials, including REIRODORU(HF102), Pure Mat Ⅲ Cinema(WF302), Pure Mat 

204(WF204), and WF-Pro(WF801). 

Standard image size is provided each 10 inch from 80 inch to 140 inch, and the custom-made size is accepted. 

TP and EP series, which is new type projection screen with noise suppression mechanism, are quieter than current 

model STP and SEP series. 

 

The characteristics of screen materials 

 

□REIRODORU (HF102) 

 REIRODORU is achieved 2.7 high gain by special surface coating on the diffusive type fabric in order to create the clear 

contrast of HDR. This is our flagship model of OS SCREEN with the fourth reflection characteristics, which is combined 

diffusive, retroreflective, and reflective type and reduced hot spots. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

□Pure Mat ⅢCinema (WF302) 

Pure Mat Ⅲ Cinema(WF302) is realized one of our ideal fabric screen, which has our concept “No increase, No 

decrease”, and is suitable for 4K. This fabric creates the finer and purer image by elaborate weave with the half thickness 

yarn than previous model. 

 

 

 

 

New products information 



 

□Pure Mat 204 (WF204) 

Pure Mat 204 (WF204) is the latest model of the long-term selling WF200 series. This fabric has made by combining 

with two different weaves, which is our unique technology to make random structure. Pure Mat 204 is the standard 

screen with comfortable image for Full HD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

□WF-Pro (WF801) 

WF-Pro (WF801) has the flame retardancy and PVC free in addition to compatibility with the 4K high quality resolution. 

These features must have been needed to install the public space in Japan such as hospitals, shopping malls, and school 

buildings. WF-Pro (WF801) is the best screen surface for the public facilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The characteristics of screen 

■PX (Fixed frame projection screen) 

PX is the flattest and ideal projection screen by stretching springs from all sides. New fixed frame screen is lighter 

than the previous model and improving workability by using new corner joint parts. It is suit for short throw and ultra 

short throw projector, which is getting famous. This is an ideal screen that is less susceptible to ambient factors such 

as changes in humidity. The frame is flocked for a luxurious feel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

■TP (Tab tension electric projection screen)（New quiet model） 

TP is the tab tension electric screen. The tab mechanism on the side of material prevent the curling and keep flat. 

The thicker rollers are used for resistant to deflection. The quiet motion makes you comfortable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

「The material suits for PX」 

HF102、WF302、WF204、WF801 

 

「The material suits for TP」 

HF102、WF302 



■EP（Electric projection screen）（New quiet model） 
The simple designed projection screen suits for any rooms or any situations. The new mechanism makes the projection 

motion quiet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Brand Name :     OS SCREEN 
Ready to Order :     20th May 2020(Japan), 1st July 2020 (Global) 
Brand website :   https://www.osscreen.com (JP) 
Products detail :   Coming soon 
Distributors  :   https://hk.os-worldwide.com/buy/screen-distributor/ 

〈What is OS SCREEN〉 
＊Made-in-Japan quality 
＊The screen material bringing out the performance of the projector(WF302、WF204、WF801) 
＊The simple and beautiful design 
＊Improving the quietness for electric screen 
＊Symmetry design and removable center mark is attached 
＊Easy to exchange the materials cartridge 

 

「The material suits for EP」 

WF302、WF204、WF801 

 

Distributor location 

OSI General Catalog 

https://www.osscreen.com/
https://hk.os-worldwide.com/buy/screen-distributor/


≪News Publisher Contact Information≫  

OSI CO., LTD. 

Address：283 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong  

Phone: +852-3580-0087 

Fax: +852-2367-4300 

e-mail: info-hk@os-worldwide.com 

  

 

 

OSI CO., LTD. company information 

 
Name： OSI CO,.LTD. 

Address： 283 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong  

Founded at： March 8 2002 

Capital： 600,000HK$ 

CEO： Masayuki OKUMURA 

Business： 

1.Global development of OS brand  

2.Spread Japanese quality products to the world  

3.Bringing global products into the Japanese market  

 
≪Group companies≫ 
 

OS    HQ: Osaka https://jp.os-worldwide.com 

OS+e    HQ: Tokyo https://jp.os-worldwide.com/os_plus_e/ 

OSM    HQ: Hyogo https://jp.os-worldwide.com/osm/ 

Next Japan Marketing Center HQ: Osaka https://jp.os-worldwide.com/njmc/ 

OSB Okinawa   HQ: Okinawa https://jp.os-worldwide.com/osbee/ 

OSC       HQ: Beijing http://www.os-worldwide.com.cn 

 

≪Partners≫  

OS group is Japanese sole distributor of Optoma, Vogel’s and SCREEN RESEARCH 

Optoma（Taiwan）   ／ One of the most popular DLP projector manufacturer in the world 

Vogel’s（Netherlands）  ／ Manufacturer of the cool design mount equipment for such as flat display 

SCREEN RESEARCH（Italy）  ／ Manufacturer of high-quality sound screen certified THX and ISF 


